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Large discrepancy between measured ion parallel flows and
neoclassical calculations has been observed†

Ion Flow (QHS) Ion Flow (Mirror)

• Ion (C+6) flows are measured using Charge Exchange
Spectroscopy

• Er qualitatively agrees with ion-root in both cases.

†S. Kumar, ISHW [2017]



Significantly larger flows are observed in the Mirror
configuration that has higher neoclassical viscosity‡

‡S. Kumar [2018]



Recent progress with calculations is presented in this talk

1 Effect of neutrals

2 Torque from ECRH driven radial flux

Upshot: The discrepancy can be largely explained by these two
mechanisms.



Measurements are made in 100 kW methane plasma

• 100 kW electron cyclotron
heating

• QHS & symmetry degraded
configurations

• On-axis B ∼ 1 Tesla

• No external momentum
injection

Ion (C+6) flows are measured using Charge Exchange Spectroscopy



Neutral density in HSX is calculated using DEGAS code,
Scaled using Hα measurements

Significant neutral density in the core. nn ≥ 10−3ne



Neutral friction is comparable to or larger than neoclassical
viscosity in QHS

Viscosity in the symmetry
direction

• Neoclassical viscosity
calculated from Hamada
spectrum†

• Analytical formulation for
the linear viscosity regime

• Limited to PS and plateau
collisionality regimes

Neutral dominate the flow damping in QHS

†Coronado, M & Talmadge, J. N. [1993]



More accurate model is obtained by including neutral
collisions to the PENTA code § (nonlinear viscosity)

Neutral friction is included in PENTA † parallel momentum and
heat flux balance equations.

〈B · (∇ · Πa)〉 − naea〈BE||〉+ δi ,aF
n
i1 = 〈BF||a1〉 (1)

〈B · (∇ ·Θa)〉+ δi ,aF
n
i2 = 〈BF||a2〉, (2)

• BF||a1 : Friction between individual species

• B · (∇ · Πa): Parallel neoclassical viscosity term

• naea〈BE||〉: Parallel electric field term.

• δi ,aF n
i2: ion-neutral friction term ‡.

†D. A. Spong [2005]
‡P. Monier-Garbet [1997]
§T. Dobbins [2019]



Marginal change in radial ion flux as a result of neutral
collisions

Ambipolar radial electric field calculation is relatively unchanged.



Neutrals significantly reduce ion flow near resonance for
QHS, marginal change in the Mirror configuration

Flow at ambipolar Er could be significantly different, depending on
the Er value.



Addition of neutral collision reduced the discrepancy in
QHS

Discrepancy in Mirror geometry demands additional mechanism(s).



ECH driven radial current can give rise to j × B torque in
HSX†. Calculated using GNET code.

Radial Current density

Integrated radial electron flux

Integrated radial flux, and
therefore j × B torque, is much
larger for Mirror configuration.

Helical force

†Y. Yamamoto, S. Murakami



Preliminary analysis is done by adding ECH driven flux to
electron flux calculated by PENTA

Get ‘new’ ambipolar Er and corresponding parallel flow from
PENTA

Including ECH torque in the momentum balance equation is
underway.



Flow measurements agree better with calculations when
neutral & ECH contributions are included

QHS Mirror



Summary

• Neutral collisions significantly decrease ion flow in QHS
configuration

– better agreement with measurements

• ECH driven torque on ion flows is under investigation
– preliminary results indicate significant contribution


